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Abstract: With the continuous development of large-scale aluminum reduction cells, the problem
of the uniform distribution of alumina concentration in the cell has become more and more serious
for the reduction process. In order to achieve the uniform distribution of the alumina concentration,
a data-driven distributed subspace predictive control feeding strategy is proposed in this paper.
Firstly, the aluminum reduction cell is divided into multiple sub-systems that affect each other
according to the position of the feeding port. Based on the subspace method, the prediction model
of the whole cell is identified, and the prediction output expression of each sub-system is deduced
by decomposition. Secondly, the feeding controller is designed for each aluminum reduction cell
subsystem, and the input and output information can be exchanged between each controller through
the network. Thirdly, under consideration of the influence of other subsystems, each subsystem
solves the Nash-optimal control feeding quantity, so that each subsystem realizes distributed feeding.
Finally, the simulation results show that, compared with the traditional control method, the proposed
distributed feeding control strategy can significantly improve the problem of the uniform distribution
of alumina concentration and improve the current efficiency of the aluminum reduction cell.

Keywords: aluminum reduction process; alumina concentration; subspace identification; distributed
predictive control

1. Introduction

In order to improve labor productivity and reduce investment costs, large-capacity pre-
baked reduction cells are currently used in various enterprises. Due to their high efficiency
and low energy consumption, pre-baked cells of 400–600 kA have gradually become the
mainstream cell type in China’s aluminum electrolytic industry [1]. The capacity of the
reduction cell is continuously increasing, while the auxiliary facilities and the intelligent
control technology of aluminum electrolytic are relatively backward. Thus, the problems of
the local anode effect and local precipitation in the large reduction cell have increasingly
become the main factors of instability in the production process [2], which has caused
serious economic losses and some casualties. The main cause of these problems is the
uneven distribution of alumina concentration in the anode bottom surface of the large
aluminum reduction cell [3]. Through some studies and experiments, it is known that
the concentration of alumina is generally controlled between 1.5% and 3.5%. Currently,
the change of groove resistance and the concentration of alumina is basically linear and
easy to identify, and the current efficiency is also the highest [4]. If the concentration of
alumina is excessively high, there will be problems such as increased energy consumption,
fluctuation of aluminum liquid layer, etc., and even induced precipitation at the bottom of
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the cell and crusting on the cell side which reduce the service life of the reduction cell [5].
An excessively low concentration of alumina will lead to frequent anode effects in the
reduction cell. Once the anode effect occurs, the cell voltage rises sharply. Meanwhile,
Moxnes et al. [6] found that when the alumina concentration distribution is more uniform,
the current efficiency of the reduction cell is higher, and the probability of abnormal cell
conditions such as the anode effect is lower. Therefore, adjusting the feeding interval of each
feeder of the large-scale aluminum reduction cell and accurately controlling the amount
of alumina feeding to make the alumina concentration evenly distributed has become a
general concern and urgent issue that has extremely important practical significance for
the further development of large and super large aluminum electrolytic technology [5].

The uniform distribution of alumina concentration plays a vital role in the stable
operation and efficient production of large aluminum electrolysis. In order to achieve
this goal, many scholars have carried out in-depth research on alumina. In [7], a method
combining fuzzy control theory and expert experience was proposed to control the alumina
concentration by changing the feeding interval. In [4], by improving the crust breaking
and feeding device and control system of the reduction cell, the feeding interval was set
separately for each feeding point, and the single-point precise feeding control is achieved.
However, for large aluminum reduction cells with multiple feeders, single-point feeding
control method cannot effectively control the uniform distribution of the alumina concen-
tration. With the development of soft measurement technology [8,9] and distributed data
measurement technology, more and more scholars have begun to try to apply soft-sensing
the aluminum electrolysis industry. The least squares support vector machine method
for the alumina concentration soft measurement model is established in [10]. In [11], in
order to obtain more accurate results, a soft-sensor model of alumina concentration was
proposed that introduces time series to optimize the input parameters of a deep belief
network (DBN). In [12], a KPI was developed through a probabilistic soft sensing based
on maximizing the coefficient of determination to estimate the alumina concentration.
An improved Kalman filter for the soft sensing of alumina concentration is presented
in [13]. Therefore, intelligent control methods based on the soft measurement model of
the alumina concentration emerge endlessly. The generalized regression neural network
(GRNN) was adopted to identify the alumina concentration model and a fuzzy cerebellar
model neural network (FCMAC) controller was proposed for the feeding equipment to
control the alumina concentration in [14]. A data-driven intelligent control system based
on the least squares support vector machine alumina concentration soft sensing model was
proposed in [15]. An extended Kalman filter (EKF) was used to estimate the local alumina
concentration to design a multivariable blanking control strategy in [16]. However, these
control methods ignore the influence of each feeding port on the alumina concentration
near other feeding ports due to the flow of electrolytes during the aluminum reduction
process, and only consider the overall parameters such as cell voltage and cell resistance,
and do not fully utilize important distribution parameters. In order to fully understand
the distribution of an alumina concentration in aluminum reduction cells, the dissolution
and diffusion of alumina were studied in [17–20]. In [21], a multi-coupling distributed
alumina simulation model was constructed by ANSYS, and the uniform distribution of
alumina concentration was achieved through the simulation model. However, it is still very
difficult to establish an accurate model through mechanism analysis. Some scholars have
studied the production process using a large amount of data. At present, the most advanced
technology was that the relationship between the distributed current and the feeding rate
was established using random forest, and the stability of the aluminum reduction cell was
maintained by controlling the distributed current to be consistent in [22]. However, the
final simulation results did not verify the uniform distribution of alumina concentration.

In order to solve the problem of the uneven distribution of alumina concentration
and adapt to the aluminum electrolysis process with difficulty in mechanism modeling, a
distributed subspace predictive control data-driven method is applied to large aluminum
reduction cells, and the subsystem model is established by fully using distributed data.
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The distributed control algorithm is used to realize the distributed feeding of multiple
feeders in large electrolytic cell considering the influence of each feeder, and the simulation
is carried out in MATLAB. The simulation results show that the application of this method
in a large aluminum reduction cell is feasible, and it has important guiding significance for
realizing the uniform distribution of alumina concentration in a large aluminum reduction
cell in industrial processes.

Compared with the existing research on alumina concentration control strategy, the
contributions of this paper are as follows:

(1) The large aluminum reduction cell is divided into several subsystems according to the
position of the feeder. Compared with the work in [14,15], the difference is that this
paper considers the influence of each feeding port caused by the flow of the electrolyte
between subsystems on the alumina concentration near other feeding ports.

(2) Inspired by the work of [22], this paper designs the controller by establishing a
prediction model between the feed rate and alumina concentration in each subsystem,
and the input and output information can be exchanged between each subsystem
through the network.

(3) Compared with the traditional timing grouping feeding strategy, a new distributed
control feeding strategy is designed in this paper, so that each feeding device is
controlled by an independent controller. Each feeder works in coordination with the
influence of other subsystems’ feeding, realizing on-demand distributed feeding, and
improving the control performance of each subsystem [23].

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, a distributed feeding
control strategy for aluminum electrolysis is proposed. Section 3 introduces the distributed
subspace predictive control algorithm and discusses the implementation of the proposed
algorithm in aluminum electrolysis in detail. In Section 4, the feasibility of the algorithm is
verified by MATLAB simulation. In Section 5, relevant conclusions are given.

2. Design of Distributed Feeding Control Scheme for Aluminum Electrolysis

The top view of a 400 kA large aluminum reduction cell in an aluminum plant is shown
in Figure 1. FD1, FD2, FD3, FD4, FD5, and FD6 are the six feed ports of the cell. Twenty-four
anode guides are on the B side. Due to the flow of electrolytes caused by carbon dioxide
and carbon monoxide gas produced by anode, electromagnetic field, temperature and
concentration difference, when feeding at any feeding port, the alumina concentration
in other regions will be affected to some extent. Taking the six feeding ports as centers,
the aluminum reduction cell is divided into six subsystems. For aluminum electrolysis,
which is a complex large system composed of multiple mutually influencing subsystems,
distributed control cannot only better consider the impact of feeding between subsystems
but the computation complexity is greatly reduced compared to centralized control. As
predictive control has been widely used in engineering applications and has high control
accuracy, distributed model predictive control has received more attention from scholars.
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The main idea of the distributed predictive control algorithm is to transform a large-
scale online optimization problem into a small-scale distributed optimization of each
subsystem, and at the same time, each subsystem communicates and shares information
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through the network, thereby improving the control performance of the system. For the
general distributed model predictive control method, the design of the controller must be
based on accurate modeling. Due to the complexity of the aluminum reduction process,
there are many difficulties in the research on the multi-point distributed feeding control of
the aluminum electrolysis process. Firstly, the aluminum reduction process is a dynamic
system with complex physical and chemical reactions, multi-coupling and large delay [24].
Secondly, it is difficult to establish a precise distributed multi-point feeding mechanism
model due to the extremely complex environment such as high temperature and strong
corrosion in industrial aluminum reduction cells. Finally, it is difficult to obtain the coupling
relationship between each subsystem. The subspace identification method is not limited
to the prior structure information and mechanism model of the system but directly uses
the historical input and output data to solve the prediction model [25,26], and can obtain
the prediction model of each subsystem through parameter decomposition. This method
is more suitable for complex large systems composed of multiple subsystems and it is
difficult to establish an accurate mechanism model [27,28]. Therefore, the data-driven
subspace identification method and predictive control are designed in a control system
design framework, which is applied to the aluminum electrolysis system with model
uncertainty and has better control performance [29–31].

For large aluminum reduction cells, since the distributed alumina concentration data
cannot be obtained in real-time, the development of distributed current measurement tech-
nology provides the basis for its soft measurement. According to the relevant mechanism
of an aluminum reduction cell, there is a close relationship between the distributed alumina
concentration and distributed current. This research group has also conducted in-depth
research on the soft measurement of distributed alumina concentration [32,33]. Therefore,
the distributed alumina concentration data required in this paper can be obtained by using
the soft sensing model, to carry out the follow-up work.

For the 400 kA aluminum reduction cell, the structure of the predictive control prin-
ciple of one of the subsystems is shown in Figure 2. It is mainly composed of a subspace
prediction model and distributed controller.
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The subspace prediction model is a model of the entire system identified by the
input and output data. After parameter decomposition, the prediction model of the
subsystem can be obtained. The prediction model of each subsystem includes the influence
of other subsystems on itself. The aluminum electrolysis system shown in Figure 1 can
be described as due to the flow of electrolyte, whilst other subsystems cause changes
in alumina concentration to a subsystem. Each subsystem has a separate controller to
control the feeder responsible for supplying the alumina powder, and a distributed control
algorithm is designed under the condition that the subsystems can communicate with each
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other. At each moment, each subsystem solves the optimal control signal of its system
when the optimal control signals of other subsystems are known, and the global optimality
is also guaranteed in the case of achieving local optimality. For the aluminum electrolysis
system, the advantage of this method is that the six feeding ports can change the original
group feeding or timing feeding strategy so that the six feeding ports can consider the
influence of other feeding ports. The purpose of distributed feeding is to make the alumina
concentration distribution more uniform, reduce the occurrence of local precipitation and
local anode effect, ensure the stable and efficient operation of the entire cell, and improve
the production efficiency of the aluminum plant.

3. Distributed Subspace Predictive Control

The basic idea of the data-driven distributed subspace predictive controller design is to
first obtain the input and output data of length n, then use these data to solve the distributed
prediction model, and finally use the obtained distributed prediction model to design the
controller [24]. According to the actual data collection situation on-site, the input variable
u1, u2, · · · , um(m = 6) is determined as the alumina feeding amount of the six subsystems,
and the output variable y1, y2, · · · , ym(m = 6) is determined as the alumina concentration
for the six subsystems. Among them, the alumina feeding amount data are obtained by
combining the dissolution and consumption mechanism of alumina and the feeding interval.
According to the relevant mechanism of an aluminum reduction cell, there is a close
relationship between the distributed alumina concentration and distributed current [22].
The soft sensor model of the distributed current and distributed alumina concentration
is established by using the current data of a single anode guide rod and the alumina
concentration data of different areas collected by field test. The alumina concentration data
and alumina discharge data of six subsystems with n = 1000 can be obtained.

3.1. Data-Driven Distributed Prediction Model

For an aluminum reduction cell with six subsystems, the output prediction model
can be described as: at time k, the relationship between the output prediction vector

ŷt(k) = [ŷf−1(k)
T, · · · , ŷf−m(k)

T]
T

composed of the alumina concentration prediction values
of each subsystem and the input and output data is [30]:

ŷf(k) = Lw·wp(k) + Lu·uf(k) (1)

where Lw ∈ RmN×2mN and Lu ∈ RmN×mN are the unknown parameter matrix, which is
obtained by subspace identification, N is the length of the prediction window, uf(k) is the
input vector composed of the future alumina feeding amount of each subsystem, and wp(k)
is the vector composed of the past input and output data, respectively, defined as follows:

wp(k)
∆
=

 wp−1(k)
...

wp−m(k)

; uf(k)
∆
=

 uf−1(k)
...

uf−m(k)

; wpi(k)
∆
=
[
upi(k)

T ypi(k)
T
]T

;

up−i(k)
∆
=

 ui(k− N)
...

ui(k− 1)

; ŷp−i(k)
∆
=

 yi(k− N)
...

yi(k− 1)

; uf−i(k)
∆
=

 ui(k)
...

ui(k + N − 1)

; ŷf−i(k)
∆
=

 ŷi(k)
...

ŷi(k + N − 1)

.

where i = 1, 2, . . . , 6, the subscripts “p” and “f” represent the past and the future, respectively.
In order to realize distributed feeding control, a distributed prediction model needs to

be established. Equation (1) is decomposed into the following form:
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ŷ1(k)
ŷ2(k)

...
ŷm(k)

 =


Lw(1)
Lw(2)

...
Lw(m)

·wp(k) +


Lu(1,1) Lu(1,2) · · · Lu(1,m)

Lu(2,1) Lu(2,2) · · · Lu(2,m)
...

...
...

...
Lu(m,1) Lu(m,2) · · · Lu(m,m)

·


u1(k)
u2(k)

...
um(k)

 (2)

Based on this decomposition, the alumina concentration prediction model of each
subsystem can be obtained:

ŷi(k) = Lu(i,i)ui(k) +

m

∑
j=1,j 6=i

Lu(i,j)uj(k)︸ ︷︷ ︸
E f f ects o f other subsystems, i = 1, 2, . . . , 6

+Lw(i)·wp(k) (3)

Each prediction model includes the influence of the feeding number of other subsys-
tems on itself.

3.2. Design of Distributed Predictive Controller for Aluminum Reduction Cell System

The control target of the distributed aluminum reduction cell system is to control the
alumina concentration to track the reference value. After certain research and experiments,
the reference alumina concentration value of each subsystem can be obtained:

Rre f =
[

r1 r2 · · · rm
]T (4)

The control strategy of the distributed aluminum reduction cell system is shown in
Figure 2. According to Equation (3), predicting the output of any subsystem requires
knowing the input and output data of all subsystems at the previous time [28]. Therefore,
the controller of each subsystem must have a communication function to transmit its infor-
mation to other subsystems. The difference between distributed control and centralized
control is that the global performance index can be expressed as the sum of the performance
indexes of all subsystems [34]:

J =
m

∑
i=1

Ji (5)

then the performance index of the ith subsystem can be expressed as

min
uf− i (k)

Ji =
[

ˆyf− i (k)− ri(k)
]T

Qi

[
ˆyf− i (k)− ri(k)

]
+ uf− i (k)

TRiuf− i (k) (6)

where ri(k) is the reference input signal vector of the subsystem; and Qi and Ri are the
positive definite weighting matrixes. Substituting Equation (3) into Equation (6), we
can obtain:

Ji = [Lw(i)wp − ri(k) +
m
∑

j=1
Lu(i,j)·uj(k)

]TQi[
Lw(i)wp − ri(k)+

m
∑

j=1
Lu(i,j)·uj(k)

]
+ uf− i (k)

TRiuf− i (k)
(7)

Differentiate the objective function to find the extremum:

∂Ji
∂uf− i (k)

= 0 (8)

The controller for each subsystem can be obtained
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:

uf− i (k) = −
[

Ri + LT
u(i,i)QiLu(i,i)

]−1
LT

u(i,i)Qi

[
Lw(i)wp(k)− ri(k) +

m

∑
j=1,j 6=i

Lu(i,j)·uf− j(k)

]
(9)

In actual control, we only put uf− i the first component of the controlled input into
the future input data matrix and pass this matrix to other subsystems. When performing
predictive control iteration and rolling optimization in the above steps, the optimal control
quantity is always calculated. Therefore, the actual output alumina concentration of
each subsystem of aluminum electrolysis can be synchronized with the reference alumina
concentration to achieve the control target.

3.3. Determination of Parameters of Aluminum Reduction Cell Prediction Model and Design of
Data-Driven Distributed Predictive Control Algorithm

In order to obtain the prediction model of Equation (3), the above input and output
data of n = 1000 are used to solve the parameter matrix Lw and Lu in Equation (1). The
prediction step N is set to 5. Input data at time (0, 1, · · · , N − 1) and output data at time
(0, 1, · · · , 2N − 1) are used to predict the output at time (N, N + 1, · · · , 2N − 1) according
to Equation (1), as shown in Figure 3. After that, we move the time window and the input
data at time (1, 2, · · · , 2N) and output data at time (1, 2, · · · , N) are used to predict the
output at time (N + 1, N + 2, · · · , 2N) according to Equation (1), as shown in Figure 4.
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In order to solve the parameter matrix Lw and Lu, Equation (1) is rewritten into the
Hankel matrix:

Yf = Lw·Wp + Lu·Uf =
[

Lw Lu
][ Wp

Uf

]
(10)

where Yf, Wp and Uf are the Hankel matrix composed of input and output data, defined
as follows:

Ŷf =

 Ŷf−i
...

Ŷf−m

; Uf =

 Uf−i
...

Uf−m

; Yp =


Yp−i

...
Yp−m

; Up =

 Up−i
...

Up−m

; Wp =

 Wp−i
...

Wp−m
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Wp−i
∆
=
[
UT

p−i YT
p−i

]T
∈ R2N×M

Up−i
∆
=


ui(0) ui(1) · · · ui(M− 1)
ui(1) ui(2) · · · ui(M)

...
... · · ·

...
ui(N − 1) ui(N) · · · ui(N + M− 2)

; Uf−i
∆
=


ui(N) ui(N + 1) · · · ui(N + M− 1)

ui(N + 1) ui(N + 2) · · · ui(N + M)
...

... · · ·
...

ui(2N − 1) ui(2N) · · · ui(2N + M− 2)

;

Yp−i
∆
=


yi(0) yi(1) · · · yi(M− 1)
yi(1) yi(2) · · · yi(M)

...
... · · ·

...
yi(N − 1) yi(N) · · · yi(N + M− 2)

; Ŷf−i
∆
=


ŷi(N) ŷi(N + 1) · · · ŷi(N + M− 1)

ŷi(N + 1) ŷi(N + 2) · · · ŷi(N + M)
...

... · · ·
...

ŷi(2N − 1) ŷi(2N) · · · ŷi(2N + M− 2)


The problem is solved by least squares method:

min
Lw ,Lu
‖Yf −

[
Lw Lu

][ Wp
Uf

]
‖

2

F
(11)

This problem can be solved by orthogonal projection. According to the subspace
projection theorem, Yf projects to the column space of Wp and Uf:

Ŷf = Yf/
[

Wp
Uf

]
= Yf

[
Wp
Uf

]T
([

Wp
Uf

] [
Wp
Uf

]T
)+[

Wp
Uf

]
(12)

where the symbol “+” stands for pseudo-inverse; “/” stands for data space projection, then:

[
Lw Lu

]
= Yf

[
Wp
Uf

]T
([

Wp
Uf

][
Wp
Uf

]T
)†

(13)

substituting Equation (13) into Equation (2), we obtain:

Ŷf = Yf

[
Wp
Uf

]†[ Wp
Uf

]
(14)

QR decomposition of matrix

 Wp
Uf
Yf

 is shown as

 Wp
Uf
Yf

 = RTQT =

 R11 0 0
R21 R22 0
R31 R32 R33

QT (15)

then, Equation (12) can be rewritten as

Ŷf =
[

R31 R32 R33
]
QT
[[

R11 0 0
R21 R22 0

]
QT
]†

·
[

Wp
Uf

]
=

[
R31 R32 R33

]
QTQT+

[
R11 0 0
R21 R22 0

]†

·
[

Wp
Uf

]
=
[

R31 R32
][ R11 0

R21 R22

]+[ Wp
Uf

] (16)

comparing Equations (2) and (16), we obtain the solution of Lw and Lu:

[
Lw Lu

]
=
[

R31 R32
][ R11 0

R21 R22

]+
(17)
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furthermore, we obtain:

Lw =


Lw(1)
Lw(2)

...
Lw(m)

; Lu =


Lu(1,1) Lu(1,2) · · · Lu(1,m)

Lu(z,1) Lu(2,z) · · · Lu(z,m)
...

...
. . .

...
Lu(m,1) Lu(m,2) · · · Lu(m,m)

 (18)

where Lw is a 30 × 60 matrix, Lu is a 30 × 30 matrix, then after decomposition, we obtain
Lw(i) and Lu(i,j):

Lw(i) = Lw(i : m : mN −m + i, :)

Lu(ij) = Lu(i : m : mN −m + i, j : m : mN −m + j)

where i = 1, 2, · · · , m, j = 1, 2, · · · , m, m = 6, N = 5. The prediction model of six subsystems
of an aluminum reduction cell is further obtained.

The Nash optimal method is used to design the distributed control algorithm. The
definition of Nash optimal is as follows.

For a complex large system with m subsystems, if there is a vector solution that
uN =

(
uN

1 , · · · , uN
i , · · · , uN

m
)

satisfies the following inequalities for all subsystems
ui(i = 1, 2, · · · , m) [35]:

Ji
(
uN

1 , · · · , uN
i , · · · , uN

m
)
6

Ji
(
uN

i , · · · , uN
i−1, ui, uN

i+1, · · · , uN
m
) (19)

then, the vector is uN =
(
uN

1 , · · · , uN
i , · · · , uN

m
)

called the optimal Nash solution of the
system. This solution optimizes the control performance of the entire large system, and all
subsystems will not change this control decision.

As mentioned in the algorithm introduction above, in distributed predictive control,
each subsystem must know the optimal control signal of other subsystems before solving
its own optimal control signal, but each controller solves the optimal control signal at every
moment simultaneously. In order to make all subsystems optimal at the same time, the
iterative method is usually adopted. At each sampling moment, an iterative calculation is
carried out to obtain the optimal control input signal of each subsystem at the sampling
moment and determine whether it satisfies the Nash optimal solution. At the same time,
the control signal is transmitted to other subsystems. When the iterative values of all
subsystems meet the conditions, the iteration ends, so the global optimization of a complex
large system is realized. The detailed steps of the iterative algorithm are as follows:

• Step 1 At the k sampling time, take the initial value of the control input variable of
each subsystem

(
u0

1, u0
2, . . . , u0

m
)

and pass the initial value to other subsystems, so that
the iteration ordinal l = 0;

• Step 2 Use the last iteration value
{

u1(k)
l , u2(k)

l , · · · , um(k)
l
}

calculate the value of

iteration ui(k)
l+1 l + 1 for the ith subsystem;

• Step 3 Pass the calculation result ui(k)
l+1 to other subsystems through the network;

• Step 4 If the Nash optimality is satisfied for all subsystems ‖ui(k)
l+1 − ui(k)

l‖ 6 εi or
the maximum number of iterations is reached, the iteration is ended, otherwise, return
to the second step;

• Step 5 Each subsystem executes the optimal control signal
{

uN
1 , uN

2 , · · · , uN
m
}

and uses
it as the initial value at the next moment;

• Step 6 End the calculation of this sampling time, and wait for the next sampling time
k + 1.

Flowchart is shown in Figure 5:
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4. Simulation Experiments

Based on the actual data of an aluminum plant, this section compares the control effect
of the traditional feeding control method and the distributed subspace predictive control
method through simulation results. The simulation includes the control effect under the
condition of no interference and inaccurate feed quantity.

4.1. Data Acquisition

The on-site collection situation of an aluminum plant is shown in Figure 6. The
actual working area of modern aluminum electrolysis is shown in Figure 6a. The data
collected in the field include a feeding interval, distributed alumina concentration and
distributed current. In Figure 6b, the data of the feeding interval were obtained using a
stopwatch recording each feeding time. In Figure 6c, the distributed alumina concentration
is scooped out by the field workers, cooled, bagged, and sent to the laboratory for analysis.
The distributed current was obtained by a data collector installed on the anode guide
rod, as shown in Figure 6d. Using the data collected in the field, 1000 sets of data for
simulation mentioned in Section 2 can be obtained. The simulation parameters are: the
input constraints of the six subsystems U = [0 0.1], and the error accuracy ε = 0.05, and each
subsystem expects an output setpoint r(k) of 2.5.

4.2. Control Effect without Any Interference

Under the premise that there is no model mismatch and external interference in the
aluminum reduction cell, as shown in Figure 7, the first 1000 s is the control effect of the
traditional control strategy, and the control effect of the control strategy in this paper is
after 1000 s. The traditional control strategy is based on the relationship between the cell
resistance and the concentration to drive the six feeding devices’ group timing feeding:
FD1, FD3, FD5 are a group of simultaneous feeding, FD2, FD4, and FD6 are a group of
simultaneous feeding, and each group of feeding is staggered by half the feeding cycle.
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In the first 1000 s of Figure 7, the concentration of the six subsystems is distributed
very unevenly, although it is roughly in the appropriate range after feeding for a period
using the traditional control strategy. After 1000 s, the distributed subspace predictive
control method proposed in this paper is used to control the aluminum reduction cell. Each
feeder is distributed as needed under the influence of other feeders, so that the variation of
the alumina concentration is greatly reduced in space and time, and the concentration of
the six areas is well controlled near the set value, the alumina concentration distribution in
the entire cell is more uniform. The continuous feeding amount of each feeder in Figure 8.
Since alumina is dumped in discrete 1.8 kg batches each time during the actual operation
on site, the actual feeding interval is calculated according to the theoretical consumption
rate of alumina in Figure 9. It can be seen from Figure 9 that the control method proposed
in this paper can make the six feeders of the aluminum electrolysis cell distribute according
to the demand, considering the influence of other feeders. The distribution of alumina
concentration throughout the cell is more uniform and can be effectively controlled within
the set value.
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4.3. The Control Effect when the Feeding Amount of the Feeder Is Inconsistent with the Actual
Set Value

In practice, the feeder may be blocked or overloaded. Therefore, the disturbance of
inaccurate feed quantity is introduced to test the stability of the proposed control method.
As shown in Figure 10, after the second 500 s, the inaccurate feeding amount was simulated
for the feeding ports of subsystem 2 and subsystem 6, and the control effects were increased
by 15% and decreased by 15%, respectively.
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Figure 10. Variation of the alumina concentration: (a) subsystems 1–3; and (b) subsystems 4–6.

As can be seen from Figure 10, after the simulation of a 15% increase and 15% decrease
in feeding port 2 and feeding port 6, the concentration of subsystem 2 will increase for a
short time, and the alumina concentration of subsystem 6 will decrease for a short time. Due
to the flow of electrolyte in the reduction cell, the alumina concentration of other subsystems
will also be affected, but the controller can quickly stabilize the alumina concentration of
each subsystem, indicating that the controller designed in this paper has a good stability.
The continuous feeding amount of each feeder is shown in Figure 11. Since 1.8 kg alumina
is discretely dumped each time during the actual operation on site, the actual feeding
interval is calculated according to the theoretical consumption rate of alumina in Figure 12.
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Figure 12. Distributed feeding interval control: (a) subsystems 1–3; (b) subsystems 4–6.

It can be seen from Table 1 that the control method in this paper can still maintain a
small error in the presence of interference. The main reason is that the method proposed in
this paper considers the influence of adjacent subsystems on itself so that each feeder can
act independently to control the local alumina concentration to maintain the setpoint while
making the concentration of the entire cell uniformly distributed, which is conducive to the
stable operation of the cell.

Table 1. Mean squared error (MSE) of the actual concentration and set concentration when distur-
bance occurs.

Subsystem MSE without Interference MSE with Interference

Subsystem 1 0.0309 0.0387
Subsystem 2 0.0306 0.0667
Subsystem 3 0.0140 0.0203
Subsystem 4 0.0156 0.0161
Subsystem 5 0.0414 0.0475
Subsystem 6 0.0421 0.0633
Subsystem 1 0.0309 0.0387

Average 0.0291 0.0421

5. Conclusions

This paper proposes a multi-point feeding strategy for aluminum reduction cell based
on distributed subspace predictive control. This method combines the subspace method
with the idea of distributed model predictive control using process data and designs
a distributed controller through the input and output data. Therefore, it overcomes the
shortcomings of centralized control and decentralized control and achieves the performance
optimization of the entire complex large system at a lower cost. Compared with traditional
methods, the proposed control strategy has the following advantages:

(1) Each feeding device is controlled by an independent controller, and the distributed
control method which combines the advantages of centralized and decentralized
control is adopted, overcoming their shortcomings.
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(2) The mutual influence between the various subsystems and the influence of sudden
interference are considered. For example, when the feeding amount is inaccurate, the
controller can also control the concentration of alumina well to ensure the stability of
the reduction cell.

Compared with traditional control strategies, the method developed in this paper
can control the uniform distribution of alumina concentration more effectively, improve
the production efficiency of aluminum plants and save production costs. However, in the
actual production process, with the passage of time, the change of aluminum reduction
cell health status will affect the accuracy of the prediction model and further affect the
control accuracy. Therefore, combining the distributed subspace predictive control with the
adaptive idea and improving the adaptability of the method by updating the parameters of
the predictive model are the key avenues of research future.
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